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ABSTRACT. Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP)
cuts across (and supplements) conventional program-
ming to focus on emergent entities. In an analogous
fashion, a visual notation called UCMs (Use Case
Maps) cuts across (and supplements) conventional pro-
gram-design notations to focus on emergent entities.
Where AOP represents emergent entitities in textual
terms, the UCM notation represents them as visual
paths. The notation was developed as an aid to design-
ing and understanding emergent entities in complex sys-
tems, without having AOP in mind (or even knowing
about it). However, there is so much commonality of
ideas that the UCM notation may be ready made to be to
AOP what notations like Rational Rose and UML are to
conventional programs. In its favour for this purpose
are the following facts: the notation is now relatively
mature after several years of development, is thoroughly
documented in a book and many papers, has a support-
ing demonstration-of-concept graphical tool which is
being used to front-end it to some interesting applica-
tions of the kind for which AOP is intended, and has
been tested and refined on practical systems of indus-
trial scale and complexity. 

1  Introduction

This position paper is being submitted at the urging of
Gregor Kiczales to get the ideas in front of the AOP
community. It has been written without any more per-
sonal knowledge of AOP than I have gained from listen-
ing to Gregor’s talk at OOPSLA 97 and having an hour
long meeting with him just before submitting this. How-
ever, this was enough to reveal a strong commonality of
ideas between the UCM (Use Case Map) notation and
AOP. The UCM notation was developed without having
AOP in mind (or even knowing about it). However, the
possibility exists that the UCM notation is ready made
for AOP. This paper aims to put that idea in front of the
AOP community and to provide enough information to
enable a preliminary judgment to be made. 

For expediency, this paper is adapted from a posi-
tion paper on UCMs for a software architecture audi-
ence and therefore it introduces UCMs as a new way of
looking at software architecture, not as a notation for
AOP. Section 1.1 returns to the AOP theme. See
[1][2][3] for more explanation of UCMs and references
to other UCM publications. 

A Missing Element of SW Architecture. Soft-
ware architecture is concerned in part with organiza-

tional structures of systems, often diagrammed a
arrangements of boxes that show how system com
nents (the boxes) fit together to form individual mem
bers of a family of systems or products. Often, diagra
used to describe organizational structures include ad
tional visual information that I shall lump here under th
term wiring, meaning annotations and connecting line
that define control/communication paths between box
types of quantities flowing between boxes, interface e
ments of boxes that provide control and access, and
forth. Glance through any work on software archite
ture, e.g., [4], to see many diagrams of this type. 

Behaviour is an important element of architectur
but describing it in terms of wiring bogs us down i
details that are not architecturally interesting. A pers
should be able to understand system behaviour in arc
tectural terms without having to resort to such detai
This requires understanding in the large how organiza-
tional structures and behaviour of whole systems a
interelated. For this purpose, we need a missing conc
of macroscopic behaviour structures, cutting across
organizational structures, and at the same high leve
abstraction. 

The Concept of Macroscopic Behaviour Struc-
tures. On one hand, an uninitiated reader may find 
difficult to imagine what a macroscopic “behaviou
structure” might be. This is because, in the final ana
sis, behaviour is whatever emerges from details associ-
ated with wiring. Diagrams of behaviour in common us
(e.g., timing diagrams, message sequence charts) are
suitable “behaviour structures” for a number of reason
They are too strongly dependent on details that may e
ily change without changing architecture. The sheer v
ume of detail clouds the big picture. Much of the deta
is local boilerplate that gives little insight into the bi
picture. The form of the diagrams (temporal sequenc
related to timelines, separate from diagrams of organi
tional structure) fails to give much architectural insigh

On the other hand, concepts of macroscop
behaviour exist in the mind of anyone who deals wi
complex systems. Consider the concept of a transaction.
A transaction, such as opening a www web page,
understood to involve the joint efforts of many elemen
of a complex system, in ways that may be very comp
in detail. One does not have to know the details to th
about a transaction as a something that exists indep
dent of the details. A suitable mental picture is of cau
paths through a system. In these terms, a transactio
open a web page is easily visualized as a causal p
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from local entry of a url, through a network of comput-
ers and software to some server, to a data base at the
server, and back to the local computer. 

UCMs as Macroscopic Behaviour Structures.
The UCM notation gives concrete form to this kind of
mental picture by superimposing sets of wiggly lines
representing causal paths onto diagrams of organiza-
tional structure (Figure 1). The name of the notation
comes from the fact that its wiggly lines may be viewed
as mapping scenarios of use cases onto the system to
show how the use cases are realized. However, there are
two important ways in which UCMs differ from well
known use case techniques (such as those popularized
by Jacobson): 1) scenarios are directly superimposed on
organizational structures, not described separately; and
2) sequences are characterized by continuous paths, not
described in prose, nor with detailed diagrams that
express sequences in wiring terms. 

The paths of UCMs are signatures of scenarios
that may be used by a human observer to visualize sce-
narios progressing along them. Compositions of paths
(sets of wiggly lines) are macroscopic behaviour struc-
tures that are useful for architectural purposes.

What’s Different About UCMs? Several signifi-
cant differences exist between UCMs and other more
conventional descriptions of emergent behaviour, in
addition to the ones enumerated above in relation to use
cases. 

A big difference is that large scale causal
sequences are expressed in the same terms (paths)
whether they flow from component to component or
through components. With other techniques, a person
has to piece together representations that are different in
kind, to understand large scale causal sequences:
between components, sequences are viewed in terms of
messages or calls; inside components, sequences are
viewed in terms of state transitions. Therefore an under-
standing of sequences traversing many components
requires jumping back and forth between representa-
tions of differrent kinds in different diagrams. Alterna-
tively, causal sequences may be laid out linearly over
time in the form of interaction sequence diagrams or
message sequence charts (MSCs), but then the mind
must sort out true causality from accidental temporal

ordering, in addition to dealing with the other problems
associated with representations at this low level of detail
(enumerated earlier). In contrast, UCMs represent
causal sequences with one uniform, compact representa-
tion (paths superimposed on organizational structures),
making it easier for the mind to grasp the big picture.
They also provide a way of navigating through the
details. 

Paths of UCMs are not control paths. In the types
of systems for which UCMs are most useful, control is
often decentralized among many components along a
path, with no single component having control of the
whole path (recall the earlier example of a web page
transaction). UCMs do not indicate how control of paths
is to be achieved. All they show about control is that all
components along a path must somehow, collectively,
exercise control to make the implied sequences emerge
and that all paths traversing a single component are
somehow controlled by that component. Control details
are at a lower level of abstraction than UCMs.

UCMs declare the existence of causal paths with-
out specifying the implied emergent behaviour. The
visual notation does not include information about how
components communicate to achieve the scenario
sequences or what quantities (data or control) flow
along paths to enable sequences to be completed. These
things may be implied by documentation and, for con-
ventional programming, filled in by human designers
using more detailed program design notations (such as
Rational Rose or UML). 

Powerful Properties of UCMs. UCMs have sev-
eral powerful properties. 

By definition, the paths of UCMs directly indicate
how the architecture satisfies use case requirements.

UCMs are powerful for expressing and under-
standing important macroscopic aspects of behaviour in
relation to architecture that are very difficult to deal with
at the level of wiring details. For example, path interac-
tions in concurrent systems are visible at a glance. In
such systems, bursts of events may cause concurrent
scenarios to progress along multiple paths (or even the
same path), resulting in problems such as critical races
or resource contention. UCMs make the possibility of
such problems directly visible. This contributes to gain-
ing an architectural view of the robustness and perfor-
mance of a system in concrete terms, instead of
generalities.

UCMs are able to make large scale dynamic situa-
tions visible at a glance. For example: downloading a
Java applet in a www transaction can be shown in UCM
terms as filling an empty box (called a slot) along the
transaction path; and dynamically changing a transac-
tion path while it is being traversed, say, to accommo-
date a failure in the network, can be expressed in UCM

Imagine tracing a path 
on top of the box struc-
ture of a system to 
explain a scenario as a 
causal sequence of 
events and actions, 
leaving behind a trace 
to be preserved as a 
visual signature of the 
scenario.

Figure 1  A Use Case Map (UCM). 
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terms as plugging in a sub-UCM at some point along the
path (called a dynamic stub). Slots, dynamic stubs, and
the actions that affect them are identified by visual nota-
tions that enable large scale dynamic situations to be
understood at a glance. With these notations, a person
may create understandable fixed UCMs that imply very
complex dynamic situations at a more detailed level.
Thus a major problem with more detailed notations is
overcome, that of trying to understand large scale
dynamic situations in terms of time varying organiza-
tional structures and/or detailed message sequences that
drive the changes. 

UCMs may be used as a front end for developing
details. A UCM editor has been developed which we are
using as a design front end for dynamic agencies (sys-
tems of agents that change their organization and behav-
iour over time) [3] and for performance analysis of
architectures (with UCMs, performance becomes a
functional property of architecture, associated with
paths, rather than a non-functional property, as it is usu-
ally considered to be). 

Section 3 provides examples and more informa-
tion on the UCM editor. 

UCMs and OO. How OO classes enter the archi-
tectural picture is outside the scope of this paper but is
described in the UCM references. Briefly, high level
class relationship diagrams (omitting class variables and
methods) are regarded as partners of UCMs in a com-
bined representation that can be viewed as a generalized
form of system architecture. Classes are not used to
describe behaviour in this representation. This high
level view complements more detailed views provided
by other techniques. 

History and Status of UCMs. The notation is
now relatively mature after several years of develop-
ment, is thoroughly documented in a book and many
papers (see [1][2][3] for more detailed explanations than
this paper can provide, for many examples, and for ref-
erences to other UCM publications), is supported by a
demonstration-of-concept graphical editor, and has been
tested in many places in industry on complex software
systems of the kind for which AOP is intended. 

1.1  UCMs and AOP
The key ideas in common between UCMs and AOP
appear to be the following: 

• representation of emergent entities as first class
quantities; and 

• cross-cutting of different design representations. 
As I see it, UCMs would not be direct representa-

tions of AOP statements, but would provide a visual
front end for describing AOP’s cross-cutting effects and
a context for machine assistance in 1) producing AOP
statements about the cross cutting and 2) associating

conventional code elements that follow from AOP stat
ments with individual components to realize emerge
entities. We are already applying UCMs in this way 
other contexts (e.g., agent systems [3]) and the appro
seems promising. This is not to say the details of how
do it for AOP are obvious at this stage. However, t
general idea seems feasible. 

Gregor Kiczales speaks of two types of emerge
entities described by AOP, data and control. Howev
data and control are not explicitly represented 
UCMs, only causality. Is this a problem? I don’t thin
so, for the following reasons. 

Data and cont rol elements are at the level of wh
I called “wiring” earlier (recall that the term refers to
annotations and connecting lines that define co
trol/communication paths between boxes in diagrams
organizational structures, types of quantities flowin
between boxes, interface elements of boxes that prov
control and access, and so forth). Excluding wirin
details from UCMs is a major reason for their usefu
ness. With this simplification, diagrams of path stru
tures that represent behaviour are at a compatible le
of complexity with box structures that show syste
organization, enabling visual cross-cutting of the two 
be shown directly. Otherwise, the visual representati
of the behavioural aspect would blow up in complexit
requiring many diagrams to show. Direct visua
cross-cutting would be lost. UCMs look useful for AO
precisely because they directly show cross-cutting.

In non-AOP contexts, UCMs may be used 
enable humans to associate data or control eleme
with path segments cutting across components 
between them, and there seems no reason why they 
not be used in the same way for AOP. Possibly the de
onstration-of-concept UCM editor we have develope
could be adapted for this purpose. 

1.2  The Rest of This Paper
The rest of this paper summarizes UCM principles a
provides examples. It is excerpted from other UC
writings and therefore makes no reference to AO
However, it will serve to give AOP readers a more so
idea of the nature and application of UCMs. 

2  The Essence of Use Case Maps (UCMs)

As shown by Figure 2, UCMs have only three basic e
ments: paths, components (shown as boxes), and
responsibilities (named points along paths that defin
actions to be performed). Here, the term components
implies entities that collectively create the behaviour 
the system at run time (such as objects or threads
does not include source code definitional units, such
classes. This use of the term differs from some oth
May 16, 1998 3
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uses; e.g., UML’s use of the term includes source code
definitional units. Responsibilities are described by
active natural language phrases keyed to the labels, e.g
“r2: update the data base”. Responsibility “dots” (ele-
ment 1 in Figure 2) visually disappear into the paths,
thus avoiding visual clutter by avoiding special symbols
for responsibilities. The start and end symbols indicate
places—in the environment or internal to the sys-
tem—where stimuli occur and where their effects stop
actively rippling through the system (stimuli may have
effects after a path end is reached, due to changes to the
system state). As illustrated by the figure, different com-
binations of the three basic elements are useful at differ-
ent times for different purposes. 

The previously mentioned slots and stubs are sim-
ple generalizations of these elements, not new types of
elements. Slots are generalizations of boxes that indicate
places where dynamic components may appear and dis-
appear. Stubs are generalizations of responsibility
“dots”.  

The UCM term for organizational structures such
as the ones in the previous figures is component sub-
strate, so we shall use the latter term from now on. The
term “substrate” does not imply geographic locality. For
example, the component substrate in Figure 1 could as
easily represent computers in a nation-wide network as
software components in an individual computer (or
some combination of both). We say that the paths are
superimposed on the component substrate. In general,

there is a separate component substrate for each sys
layer that includes all levels of component decompo
tion for that layer that are part of the UCM pictur
(being large scale descriptions, UCMs may defer sm
scale components to lower levels of abstraction). T
component substrate may be shown all at once by sh
ing components as glass boxes or revealed in multiple
diagrams in which components are black boxes in o
diagram and glass boxes in another. In the latter case
the substrate is composed—at least conceptually—
overlaying the diagrams (imagine transparency overla
of a diagram of a circuit board). 

When UCMs are built up from many paths, differ
ent end-to-end routes may end up being partially sup
imposed, such that they share common segme
(Figure 3), giving the appearance of joins and fork
(Only path segments going in the same direction can
superimposed in this way, because superposition imp
sharing not just the responsibilities, but also the cau
sequences.) Such joins and forks are artifacts of vis
superposition. UCMs indicates only the existence 
routes and of possible sharing of path segments 
routes. If there are only a few routes, the end-to-e
identity of each is easy to show visually with differen
shades or colours of lines (this amounts to labelling t
path segments to identify the routes that share the s
ment, like multiple different highways may be
sign-posted on a single city street). A UCM editor w
have developed does it by a segment-labelling sche
that may be displayed or hidden, at the user’s choice

When reading a UCM, routes are selected acco
ing to assumed preconditions and stimuli, and then f
lowed end to end. The components of an actual syst
must have logic to implement OR-forks and OR-join
but the logic is at a lower level of abstraction tha
UCMs. 

The helpfulness of UCMs for understanding sy
tems resides largely in people being able to see vis
patterns in them that give clues to system organizat
and behaviour (the term pattern is not used here in the
specialized technical sense adopted by the object-
ented patterns community). This means that the vis
structures must be shaped with considerable care. 
arrangements of boxes in the component substr
should not be arbitrary, but should give clues to hum

Figure 2  The three independent elements of UCMs. 

r1
r2

r3

r5
r4

r1
r2

r3

r5
r4

1. responsibilities 2. paths 3. operational
components

1+2
r1
r2

r3

r5
r4

2+3

1+2+3

• architecture

• requirements

• presentation
• solution discovery

• presentation

unbound UCM

bound UCM (simplified)

bound UCM

start
end

route

Figure 3  Shared routes.

OR-join OR-fork

permissible routes
assumed identified
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observers about the roles of the boxes, using conven-
tions that will be understood by people who will see the
UCMs (e.g., a project team). There is an interdepen-
dence between the component substrate and the paths
that suggests that the former should be arranged, at least
in part, to give the paths helpful shapes. For example, if
possible, boxes should be arranged so that paths that go
in opposite directions from a functional perspective
should go in visually opposite directions (e.g., transmis-
sion and reception paths in a computer communication
system).

However, much of the usefulness of UCMs comes
from the fact that the component substrate and the paths
may have a certain degree of independence. Paths may
be deformed to accommodate changes to the component
substrate and the component substrate may be deformed
to accommodate changes to the paths. As long as the
deformations preserve the continuity and general rela-
tionships of the paths, humans are still able to see the
intended meaning. 

This way of thinking about UCMs leads naturally
to using them for experimenting with different
path-structures for the same component substrate (which
amounts to designing the behaviour of a given system
organization at a high level of abstraction) or different
component substrates for the same paths (which
amounts to designing a system organization to realize
end-to-end behaviour requirements expressed by the
paths). 

Of course, UCMs must be properly documented,
but there is no room here for describing how (see
[1][2]).

2.1  Visual Shorthands. 
Visual shorthands are useful for some general path con-
structions (e.g., concurrent forks/joins, interpath cou-
pling, waiting for events along paths, timeouts on
waiting, dynamic modifications to organizational or
path structures), but these are only shorthands for con-
structions that can be described with no more notation
than Figure 2 and Figure 3. The shorthands will mostly
be used without explanation in later examples, but a
brief explanation of one of them, asynchronous inter-
path coupling with waiting and timeout, will give the
basic idea. The other shorthands will be identified later
without being explained in detail (see [2] for more
explanations). 

The way to represent interpath coupling using
only the notations of Figure 2 and Figure 3 is to intro-
duce a coupler component (Figure 4). The nature of the
coupling is determined by definitions associated with
path elements bound to the coupler component. Because
of this binding, coupling implicitly occurs through the
internal logic and state of the coupler component (not

specified by UCMs). This component is also implicitly
responsible for transferring any quantities that must
flow between the coupled paths. 

The specific form of coupling shown in Figure 4
is asynchronous with timeout. It is asynchronous
because the main path may have to wait but the clearing
path never waits. A timeout path originating within the
coupler indicates the possibility of spontaneous genara-
tion of a activity along a timeout path, after the timer is
set along the main path. The timeout path is identified
by a zig-zag at the beginning, which is the UCM con-
vention for an error path, because a timeout is consid-
ered to be kind of error condition. Timer support would
likely be in an underlying layer, so the timeout event
would actually arrive from some timer component in an
underlying layer, not shown in the component substrate
of this UCM. In general, the order of waiting and clear-
ing should not matter. However, this depends on the
detailed logic of the coupler component (e.g., on
whether or not clearing events are stored). Such matters
would be documented as properties of a specific coupler
component, assumed as common properties of all cou-
pler components of the same type within a set of UCMs,
or deferred as details at the UCM level of abstraction.
The visual shorthand replaces the coupler component by
symbology that indicates the nature of the coupling at a
glance, without having to read textual labels and associ-
ated definitions. 

3  Examples

Published work on UCMs includes applications to
describing object-oriented frameworks, raising the level
of abstraction of design patterns, attributing behaviour
to system architectures, front ending conventional
design models of the UML-ROOM variety, and
designing/understanding dynamic agent systems.

timeout path

waiting place
(with timeout)

clearing path

main path

timeout 

wait

se
t_t

im
er

cle
ar

Figure 4  An example of visual shorthand. 

main path

clearing path

path

expressed with the basic notation

visual shorthand

T

coupler
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However, this is only the tip of the iceberg. The author
is personally aware of a large number of unpublished
applications by students, collaborators, and readers of
UCM publications. Here is a very incomplete list of
them: understanding and describing WIN (Wireless
Intelligent Network) and ATM (Asynchronous Transfer
Mode) standards and their realization; controlling
multimedia conferences; designing a distributed
banking application; designing control software for a
utility company; understanding a complex
object-oriented framework for telephony applications;
finding race conditions in telephone billing systems;
finding race conditions in transparent intelligent
network (TIN) applications; 911 call processing
scenario analysis; and the list could go on. 

This section first summarizes a few published
examples to get the ball rolling. Then it presents some
previously unpublished examples that illustrate how
UCMs may be used for systems of industrial scale and
complexity. The latter examples come from former stu-
dents now working in or with industry and are not fully
developed for a variety of reasons: commercial confi-
dentiality is an issue, not enough information was avail-
able from the students, or too much explanation would
be required for a short paper. In spite of this incomplete-
ness, readers should be able to get enough of a sense of
the examples from the UCMs to understand how such
UCMs could be useful in practice. 

All of the examples are presented in much the
same terse style as Figure 1 (the second style of
Figure 2). In particular, responsibilities are often left off
paths because their existence and nature may be inferred
from the components traversed by the paths. Several
shorthand notations are used in addition to the one
explained in Section 2.1. The additional notations are
identified in cross-hatched boxes at the top of the first
figure that uses them. 

3.1  Transactions
Figure 5 and Figure 6 make Section 1’s concept of a
“behaviour structure” for a transaction concrete. A sim-
ple network transaction may be represented by a path
winding its way through a network from some starting
point, eventually returning to indicate transaction com-
pletion. This UCM depicts the situation when no errors
occur along the way. 

The meaning of the component stacks is that
many concurrent but independent transactions may be in
progress at once, involving many client and servers. The
notation saves visually replicating paths that are the
same for multiple components. The implied concur-
rency could be implemented in two different ways, and
the same UCM covers both (a powerful feature of
UCMs). One way is to have Client and Server processes

achieve transaction concurrency by explicitly interlea
ing sequences for different client and server objects. The
other way is to have client and server threads handle the
different transactions independently. The difference li
in the nature of the components bound to the paths, 
in the paths themselves. UCMs defer the decision wh
providing a context for thinking about it.

Remote errors may occur that require the “beha
iour structure” for the simple transaction to be som
what more complex than Figure 5. Figure 6 shows
generalized structure, using a path stub to identify the
place where generalization occurs. The failure points
shown in this diagram assume that, from the perspec
of the client, all remote failures amount to failure
between the client and the network in either direction.
stub identifies a place where path details are deferred
a sub-UCM, called a plug-in. 

Two alternative plug-ins are identified for this
particular stub, plug-in 1 with pass-through paths, a
plug-in 2 with additional failure handling path struc
tures. The stub is fixed (a dynamic stub would be ind
cated by a dashed outline), so dynamic selection amo
the plug-ins is not implied (the plug-ins simply indicat
alternative static path decompositions). There is no s
cial notation for identifying plug-ins or the stubs wit
which they are associated. In practice they would be
separate UCMs, with relationships identified by labe
ling. Here, all are shown in the same diagram, so re
tionships are conveniently shown by light lines (not pa
of the UCM notation). 

Replacing the stub with plug-in 1 produces th
original UCM of Figure 5. Replacing the stub with
plug-in 2 produces a generalized version of this UCM
Plug-in 2 supports forwarding of transactions (a to b),
normal completion of transactions (c to d, cancelling the
timer in passing), and timeout when notice of compl
tion is not received within a reasonable time (compl
tion of the a-d path by spontaneous exit from th

server client

Client ServerNetwork

Figure 5  A simple network 
transaction. 

NEW NOTATION

component 
stack
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waiting place, after timeout). The AND-fork indicates
that transaction forwarding and waiting for completion
are concurrent actions. The normal transaction path and
the timeout path join before d, so the observed result at d

will indicate one or the other (information is assumed to
flow to the client from d for this purpose). By definition,
the proxy object has control of all paths traversing it,
and thus isolates local objects from network issues.

3.2  A System Dynamically Modifies it Own 
Components
This example illustrates how UCMs express situations
in which a system modifies its own components. The
example is downloading device handler objects to cus-
tomize device driver processes for newly connected
devices (Figure 7). The sequence starting from A is trig-
gered by the shipping of new devices to customers. The
sequence starting from B is triggered by connecting a
new device. The diagram should be relatively self
explanatory.

proxy

a

plug-in 2

object

Figure 6  A generalized network transaction. 

server client

Client ServerNetwork

objectobject

null

(from
client)

b
(to
server)

c
(from
server)

d
(to

client)

a

cd

b

a

plug-in 1

(from
client)

b
(to
server)

c
(from
server)

d
(to

client)

NEW NOTATION

AND-fork
stubfailure point

(possible failure)

concurrent
paths
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3.3  A System Dynamically Modifies it Own 
Path Structures
This example illustrates how UCMs can be used express
large scale dynamic situations in which a system
dynamically modifies its own path structures. The
example is telephony feature interaction in a network
environment in which software agents handle telephone
calls on behalf of human users. Feature interaction
belongs to a very general class of system problems, in
which errors at the system level are created by inappro-
priate combinations of dynamically determined details
in different parts of the system. 

In Figure 8, telephony features are represented by
plug-ins, the dynamic selection of features is repre-
sented by the dynamic selection of plug-ins for stubs,
and feature interaction appears as incorrect end-to-end
routes resulting from particular combinations of
plug-ins. Such a diagram clearly expresses the concept
that the system must dynamically select from among
competing feature plug-ins for each stub and makes it
easy to understand the system implications of different
selections, without specifying details of either the fea-
tures or their selection. The figure shows, at its center,
how a call request can take us through a set of software
agents to a phone ringing at some remote user location.
The CSP (Call Side Processing) and ASP (Answer Side
Processing) stubs have dynamically selected plug-ins
for different features (both stubs are shown in both
agents to show that the situation is symmetrical, in prin-
ciple, although only one direction is shown). At the top

of the figure is shown a set of default plug-ins that cause
no problems. At the bottom of the figure is shown a set
of plug-ins that, when selected in this particular combi-
nation, may cause a feature interaction. 

The way to read this diagram is to trace a normal
call through the top set of plug-ins and to trace a for-
warded call through the bottom set. One of the plug-ins
is the same in both sets (the one on the right), but is
duplicated so the diagram can be read this way. 

The main UCM at the center of this diagram
describes a route that winds through a set of
Answer-Side agents, due to a diversion via the grey path
from point c on the ASP stub. The implication is that the
diversion causes the route to continue “underneath” 
a different agent (a diversion from c would not go back
into the same agent, by definition, so what follow
would have to involve a different agent). 

Feature interaction results from selecting th
Originating Call Screening (OCS) plug-in for the ca
side and the Call Forwarding (CF) plug-in for th
answer side. With this combination, a caller may ca
some number not on the OCS list and be forwarded t
number on the OCS list. The design defect that results
the feature interaction can also be immediately spott
CF does not consult the caller’s OCS list. One way 
removing the defect (not shown) is to route the forwar
ing path back through the calling agent to check if t
number is forbidden.
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Figure 7  Downloading device handlers. 
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3.4  ATM Call Control
A student now working in a large telecom company pro-
vided me with Figure 9 as an example of a practical
industrial application of UCMs to ATM (Asynchronous
Transfer Mode) call control. He also included the fol-
lowing observations about why and how such UCMs are
useful (the observations refer to UCM1 and UCM2, but
I have included only UCM2, which is essentially the
same as UCM1 except with more explicit path concur-
rency):

• "Depict ATM Call Control scenarios as they actu-
ally exist in reality."

• "Relevant, of significant complexity, yet still
high-level as it is based on the standards (nothing
proprietary)."

• "Things are really complicated." 
• "You could zoom-in several times and still be at a

high-level view. But then they would start to show
proprietary ways of how to do things. There are
also more scenarios." 

• "I use them to study the implications of parallel
processing. The Call Router in UCM1 is a bottle-
neck, so UCM2 identifies the activities that can be
done concurrently. There are all kinds of engineer-
ing aspects: dimensioning of message queues,
memory and CPU power, estimating the
worst-case, throttling etc. The dynamic routing
system is not detailed. It could be anything, for
example PNNI, which is currently a hot routing
topic (standard) in ATM."
Note that Figure 9 contains some idiosynchratic

notation. The concatenated end-start points along paths
between boxes are unnecessary, but were used to pro-
vide interface points that could be named. The construc-
tion in two places near the bottom of the figure in which
a start point touches another path tangentially amounts
to an AND fork. 

Figure 8  A telephony feature-interaction example.
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3.5  WIN Scenarios
A student abstracted Figure 10 and Figure 11 from a
large WIN (Wireless Intelligent Network) standardiza-
tion document.  These and a few additional diagrams

condense the essence of the behaviour implied by the
WIN standard into a small set of understandable dia-
grams.

Figure 9  UCM2: ATM call control with dynamic routing. 

UCM1: Wireless Intelligent Network
This UCM represents part of the 
Wireless Intelligent  Network by 
focusing on Incoming Call 
Screening Service (ICS stub) and 
its integration with other 
wireless services (E911, SCA, ) show 433 680 m

Wireless Intelligent Network

incomingCall

callForwarded

ICS

callSetup

callBlocked

announcement

voiceMail

E911

SCA
PCA

Figure 10  A WIN UCM.

UCM5: Plug-in no. 2 for ICS Stub based on SDF
This plug-in describes Incoming Call 
Screening (ICS) service based on 
SDF.

It depicts the interactions between 
WIN functional entities in various 
situations related to screening 
functions and automatic roaming.

request
CCF detects the call origination and 
dialed digits

screeningFunction
SDF performs screening function 
based on calling party digits

checkFunction
SCF checks which is the screening function
to be performed

normal
ICS with normal alerting

distinctive
ICS with distinctive alerting

voiceMail
LRF-H provides the voice mailbox number

location
LRF-H checks called party location

number
LRF-H provides the voice mailbox number

blocking
SRF provides the call blocking treatment
to the caller party.

specified
SRF provides the specified announcement 
to the caller party.

SDF
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SRFCCF

LRF-H

LRF-M
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screeningFunction
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normal

voiceMail

callForwarded

callBlocked
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Routing
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Figure 11  A WIN plug-in. 
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The purpose here is not to explain WIN or these
diagrams, but simply to give a sense of the kind of dia-
grams that prove to be useful in practice. Unlike all the
earlier diagrams of this paper, which were drawn with
ordinary drawing tools, these two diagrams were drawn
with a UCM editor we have developed. Some display
artifacts are visible that may be hidden, if desired: cir-
cles identify handles for reshaping paths; crosses iden-
tify responsibility points. See Figure 12 for another
example of the use of this GUI. 

This UCM editor provides a requirements/design
front end for research projects on agent system
design/protyping and on performance evaluation of sys-
tem architectures, among other things. Diagrams like
Figure 10 and Figure 11 are currently being used as a
starting point for studying the application of WIN stan-
dards in industry and as a basis for performance evalua-
tion studies of WIN architectures (see Section 3.6 for a
different example of the use of the UCM editor as a per-
formance evaluation front end). 

3.6  Performance of Architectures
We have been experimenting with using our UCM edi-
tor as a front end for performance analysis, and the
approach looks promising. Figure 12 gives a sense of
the approach. The GUI is used for such purposes as

marking timestamp points (the labelled inverted trian-
gles in the figure), assigning frequencies to path travers-
als, associating boxes and path segments with physical

elements such as processors, shared data stores, and
communication links, and associating performance
parameters with physical elements. The result is then
fed into a tool that generates performance models and
results. This particular diagram only illustrates the
nature of the GUI and its support for timestamp points.
The idea eventually is to feed the performance results
back through the GUI. 

In this particular diagram, the boxes do not have
rectangular shapes. This illustrates a feature of the UCM
editor, which is the ability to distinguish different types
of components by different shapes. For example, paral-
lelograms represent concurrent processes. 

4  Conclusions

This paper has aimed, not to present UCMs for the first
time as a new concept, but to draw the attention of peo-
ple in the AOP field to a notation that may be ready
made as a design notation for AOP. The possible rela-
tionships to AOP were summarized in Section 1.1 and
that section represents the kernel of the workshop con-
tribution. The rest of the paper describes principles and
examples of UCMS, to enable AOP readers to get a
sense of their nature and status. 
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